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Who Needs Plants?

Today’s amusing story demonstrates how dependent we are on plants of all sorts, and traces the 

connection between plants and almost all the food we eat.

Story

“Sam Birch was delighted when Ublob stepped out of his spaceship.  Of course, Ublob was a 

very strange looking person, since he came from Planet X.  He looked a bit like an umbrella 

– rather large and wide at the top and quite thin at the bottom….

Mrs Birch said that Ublob must stay the night in their house.  But….Ublob doesn’t eat plants.  

And he doesn’t eat anything that comes from plants, or eats off plants.  It was quite a problem…

..”

Song

One Potato, Two Potato (words) Peter Charlton (music) Paul Reade

See link on teacher’s resources page for music & words

After the programme

Words for discussion: ‘visitor from outer space’; raspberries ‘grown on canes’; nectar; coca 

beans.

• Trace some of the food chains mentioned in the story.

• Discuss the connection between plants and: raspberry jam, vegetable soup, chocolate, 

orange juice, honey, chips, tea, cereal, bread, biscuits.

• Discuss animal food products which are indirectly derived from plants e.g. cheese, eggs, 

meat and milk.

• Draw Ublob (a silver colour, shaped like an umbrella, wide at the top and thin at the bottom, 

with one eye and three feet).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Living Things:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore 

     similarities and differences between themselves 

     and other children; among animals and among

     plants; fi nd out about the variety of animal and

     plant life; sort living things into groups using 

     observable features. 
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Materials:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: sort a

     range of everyday objects into groups according

     to the materials from which they are made.

Geography

The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: 

     materials in the natural environment e.g. sand,

     soil, plants, water etc.

Cross-Curricular Links

SCIENCE
Food chains
Properties of food
Sort materials

GEOGRAPHY
Sources of food
Natural environment

ENGLISH
Comparisons
Discussion
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